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AGENDA

1. What is systemic racism (vs. individual implicit bias)?

2. Where might it exist in a trial court?

3. Have court systems failed to date? What have we learned?

4. What is the role of PJs/CEOs in addressing these issues?

5. What are court systems doing currently to increase understanding 
of, and eliminate, everyday practices that disadvantage or harm 
African Americans/people of color? 



Audience

Question

What would be helpful to you in learning about and 

addressing systemic racism (i.e., are there tools and/or 

resources that would be helpful)?

Please type responses in the question box!



1.1.1.1. The Webinar is being recorded.The Webinar is being recorded.The Webinar is being recorded.The Webinar is being recorded.

2.2.2.2. Invite Audience Interaction Invite Audience Interaction Invite Audience Interaction Invite Audience Interaction –––– Several Polls and Several Polls and Several Polls and Several Polls and 
Type Comments/Questions in the QUESTION BoxType Comments/Questions in the QUESTION BoxType Comments/Questions in the QUESTION BoxType Comments/Questions in the QUESTION Box

3.3.3.3. Handouts Handouts Handouts Handouts –––– Can download Bios and SlidesCan download Bios and SlidesCan download Bios and SlidesCan download Bios and Slides

4.4.4.4. Invite you to take a deep breath & be present Invite you to take a deep breath & be present Invite you to take a deep breath & be present Invite you to take a deep breath & be present ----
tune out, turn off, unplugtune out, turn off, unplugtune out, turn off, unplugtune out, turn off, unplug

Webinar Rules of the Road



Learning Objectives

1. Better understanding of systemic racism and where it might 
exist in trial courts

2. Recognition of what we have learned to date (so we can do 
better going forward)

3. Willingness to engage in deep learning and commit to looking 
at your court system to eliminate everyday practices that 
disadvantage or harm African Americans/people of color
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1

What is Systemic/Institutional Racism?
(vs. Individual Implicit Bias)
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Poll

Do you believe you have everyday practices in your court that result 
in disparate treatment of, or disadvantage, African Americans/people 
of color?

1. Yes

2. No

3. Maybe/Possibly

4. Don’t know/not sure

#1



Poll

Is there a READINESS in your court to look for AND eliminate everyday 
practices that disadvantage or harm African Americans/people of 
color?

1. Yes

2. No

3. Maybe/Possibly

4. Don’t know/not sure

#2
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Where might systemic biases and prejudices 

exist in a trial court?
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Have court systems failed to date?

What have we learned?
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What is the role of PJs/CEOs (court 

leadership teams) in addressing these issues?



Poll

As a court leader, how urgent is this topic to you right now? 
(considering other pressing issues)

1. High urgency; it needs immediate attention

2. Urgent

3. Somewhat Urgent

4. Low urgency; I/we have many competing priorities

5. Don’t know/not sure

#3
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What are court systems doing currently to 

increase understanding and eliminate 

everyday practices that disadvantage or harm 

African Americans/people of color?



Audience

Question

What would be helpful to you in learning about and 

addressing systemic racism (i.e., are there tools and/or 

resources that would be helpful)?

Please type responses in the question box!



NAPCO Webinar Part 2: 
Responding to Systemic Racism 

in Trial Courts

August 20th – 3 p.m. EDT
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